Zhang W, Gordon AM, Fu Q, Santello M. Manipulation after object rotation reveals independent sensorimotor memory representations of digit positions and forces.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Skilled object manipulation requires precise individuation of digit movement and forces as well as the ability to modulate these using sensory feedbacks from the fingertips. However, due to delays in reception of sensory feedback and sensorimotor integration, the initial use of forces during dexterous behaviors is based on estimates of the object's physical properties until the sensory information is available. In the case of object weight and its distribution, such information is unavailable until the tangential fingertip forces exceed the gravitational forces acting on the object and the object is lifted. Such "anticipatory control" of object manipulation relies on the ability to generate, store, and retrieve sensorimotor memories of previous actions associated with grasped objects (Gordon et al. 1993; Johansson and Flanagan 2009; Johansson and Westling 1988) . However, the neural mechanisms underlying sensorimotor memory representations linking object properties to object manipulation are not well understood. Object rotation tasks have been used to probe the neural bases of object representations (Johnson 1990; Shepard and Metzler 1971;  for review see Zacks 2008) and subjects' ability to transfer sensorimotor memories generated at a given object orientation to novel orientations. In the latter scenario, humans appear to be incapable of using only explicit information about a newly oriented object for successful manipulation (Albert et al. 2009; Bursztyn and Flanagan 2008; Edin et al. 1992; Gordon and Salimi 2004; Quaney and Cole 2004; Salimi et al. 2000 Salimi et al. , 2003 . For example, when grasping and lifting with a precision grip an object with an asymmetrical mass distribution, subjects learn this task within two consecutive lifts by partitioning fingertip tangential forces asymmetrically prior to lift-off (Salimi et al. 2000) . This behavior results in generating a compensatory moment in the opposite direction of the external moment, thus minimizing object roll. However, following object rotation, despite subjects' explicit knowledge of the new center of mass (CM) location, they fail to generate a compensatory moment, resulting in large object rolls (Bursztyn and Flanagan 2008; Salimi et al. 2000) .
Nevertheless, the above-cited studies on two-digit grasping required subjects to place thumb and index finger collinearly before and after object rotation. Thus the only way to produce a compensatory moment to minimize object roll is to asymmetrically partition digit tangential forces. However, when digit placement is not constrained by the experimenter, subjects learn to modulate digit forces in parallel with digit placement according to object CM (Fu et al. 2009; Lukos et al. 2007 Lukos et al. , 2008 . Specifically, subjects generate a compensatory moment prior to object lift-off by learning a relation between digit forces and positions. Thus a compensatory moment can be generated by an infinite number of combinations of digit forces and positions (Fu et al. 2009 ). The extent to which the above-cited failure to transfer digit tangential forces after object rotation applies to a task involving learning and transferring relations between digit forces and positions is not known.
In the present study we examined whether subjects, after learning how to generate a compensatory moment in response to the object CM, could generate a compensatory moment appropriate to a different CM location following object rotations. Neurophysiological evidence suggests that digit placement and forces are controlled by separate cortical networks (Davare et al. 2006) . Consistent with this notion, subjects are able to modulate digit placement when given verbal and visual cues about object CM, but are unable to minimize object roll (Lukos et al. 2008) . Based on these findings we hypothesized independent learning and transfer of fingertip placement and subsequent force development. Preliminary accounts of these results have been published as an abstract (Zhang et al. 2009 ).
M E T H O D S

Subjects
Twelve right-handed volunteers (6 males and 6 females, age: 22.1 Ϯ 3.6 yr) participated in this study. Subjects had no previous history of orthopedic or neurological pathology or trauma to the upper limbs. All participants were naïve to the purpose of the study. Subjects gave their informed consent according to the declaration of Helsinki and the protocols were approved by the Office of Research Integrity and Assurance, Arizona State University.
Apparatus
We used a custom-made grip device to simultaneously measure digit forces and their points of application ( Fig. 1A ). Forces and moments exerted by the thumb and index finger were measured by two six-component force/torque (F/T) transducers (Nano-17, ATI Industrial Automation, Garner, NC; nominal force resolution: 0.012 N; nominal torque resolution: 0.63 N cm; Fig. 1A, "d") . The thumb and index finger transducers were mounted collinear to each other on the opposite sides of a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plate. The grip surfaces consisted of two parallel PVC plates (Fig. 1A , "c"; height: 14 cm; width: 2.26 cm; depth: 0.6 cm), each mounted vertically on a transducer. To increase the friction between the digits and the contact surfaces, the grip surfaces were covered with 100-grit sandpaper (static friction coefficients between the digit tip and the contact surface ranged from 1.4 to 1.5; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002) . The center of the PVC plate was aligned with the center of the sensor. The distance between the two grip surfaces (grip width) was 6.07 cm. View of the transducers was blocked by a panel (Fig. 1A, " b") on each side of the object. An electromagnetic position/orientation sensor (Polhemus Fastrack, 0.05°resolution; top of the device "a"; Fig. 1A ) measured its position and angle about the vertical axis in the frontal (zy) plane, i.e., object roll.
A Plexiglas box (height: 4.3 cm; width: 17.5 cm; depth: 5.6 cm) was attached underneath the grip apparatus ( Fig. 1A) . The box consisted of three compartments that were used for positioning a 400 g load that shifted the mass distribution of the grip device to the left or right of its vertical midline. The total mass of the grip device and load was 790 g. When the load was placed in the left or right compartment, it introduced a torque on the zy plane of Ϫ25.5 and ϩ25.5 N · cm, respectively. The added mass location was blocked by a lid to prevent visual identification of the object CM.
Force and torque data were acquired by 12-bit A/D converter boards (sampling frequency: 1 kHz, PCI-6225; National Instruments, Austin, TX). Position data were collected through a serial port (sampling frequency: 120 Hz). Data acquisition was performed through LabVIEW (version 8.0, National Instruments).
Experimental procedures
After subjects washed their hands, they were asked to sit in a height-adjustable chair facing the grip device with the elbow flexed at roughly 90°in the parasagittal plane, to align their right shoulder with the midpoint of the grip device and to place their hand (palm facing downward) from a marked location on the table placed laterally at 8.5 cm from and 24 cm anterior to the midpoint of the grip device. This initial arm/hand configuration ensured that the object could be comfortably grasped. Subjects reached from this marked start location, grasped the grip surfaces with the tip of the thumb and index finger of the right hand, lifted the grip device at a natural speed to a height of about 10 cm, held it for about 1 s, and replaced it to its start location. To ensure that only the tip of the thumb and index finger contacted the grip surfaces, we asked subjects to extend the other three fingers FIG. 1. Experimental setup and procedures. A: the custom-built grip device used to measure forces and centers of pressure of the thumb and index finger (units are in cm). A position/orientation sensor (a) was mounted on the top of the device to measure its position and orientation. A mass (400 g) was inserted either in the left or right compartment in the bottom box of the device to change the center of mass (CM) of the object (L CM and R CM condition, respectively). A PVC panel (b) was mounted on the front and back of the grip device to block the force/torque sensors (d) from view of subjects. The inset shows the configuration of the grip device consisting of 2 bars (grip surfaces; c), each mounted on a force/torque sensor. B: the experimental procedures. On the first block of trials (block 1), subjects were asked to perform 8 lifts of the grip device with the same CM while minimizing object roll during the lift. The example shown refers to a block of trials performed with the mass inserted in the left compartment (L CM condition). At the end of block 1, subjects were asked to rotate the grip device 180°on the horizontal plane without lifting it and perform another block of 8 lifts (block 2). During block 2, the rotation caused the added mass to be located on the opposite side relative to block 1. Subjects performed a total of 8 blocks of 8 trials each. C: data from a representative subject (subject 3) and the experimental variables extracted from the data: object vertical position and roll, thumb and index finger normal and tangential forces, and center of pressure for each digit. Note that the data are from the 2nd trial, with the mass added to left of the object. At this stage of the trial sequence, this subject is able to anticipate object CM location and therefore minimize object roll to about 2°after lift onset. Also note that, at object lift onset, this subject placed the tip of the thumb higher than the index fingertip and exerted a larger load force with the thumb than with the index finger (normal forces of both digits overlap because they are of equal magnitudes). throughout the task. Compliance on each trial was visually verified by the experimenter. Trials in which subjects failed to understand or follow these instructions (1% across all subjects) were immediately repeated. Subjects were instructed to minimize object roll during each object lift throughout the experiment. No instructions were given about digit placement and thus subjects could choose to grasp the object anywhere along the grip surface ( Fig. 1A , "c") to comply with the requirement of minimizing object roll.
Prior to the experiment, subjects were asked to lift the object three consecutive times with the load placed in the center compartment to familiarize themselves with the task, weight, and texture of the grip device. Thereafter, subjects were informed that the load could be placed either in the left or right compartment of the Plexiglas box (left center of mass: L CM ; right center of mass: R CM ; Fig. 1A ) and would remain the same for a block of eight consecutive trials. Subsequently, subjects were asked 1) to perform eight consecutive object lifts according to the stated task instructions (prerotation block), 2) to rotate the grip device 180°counterclockwise about a vertical axis, and 3) to perform another eight consecutive lifts (postrotation block) following the same task instructions. The rotation resulted in changing the direction of the external moment on the grip device opposite to that experienced during the prerotation block. Because subjects rotated the object themselves, they were aware of the new CM location-i.e., they had explicit knowledge. However, to avoid subjects from perceiving the new CM location during the object rotation, subjects were instructed to grasp the sides of the base of the object with both hands, to rotate the object by sliding and turning it without lifting. Before the object rotation, all transducer cables were taped to the back of the object (facing away from the subject). After the object rotation, the cables were rerouted and taped so that their orientation remained the same. The cables were taped along the longitudinal (vertical) midline of the grip device to prevent the cables' mass from contributing to the torque caused by the added mass. Note that the rotation of the grip device did not alter its visual appearance and therefore provided no visual or geometric cue about the new load position.
The above-cited procedures of pre-and postrotation blocks of trials were repeated four times, thus resulting in a total of eight blocks of eight trials for each subject (Fig. 1B) . The presentation order of the CM location on the first block of trials was counterbalanced across subjects such that half of them (n ϭ 6) performed L CM in the first block (block 1) followed by R CM in the second block (block 2) for a total of four L CM to R CM rotations (L CM ¡ R CM ). The remaining half of subjects (n ϭ 6) started with an R CM block followed by L CM for a total of four R CM to L CM rotations (R CM ¡ L CM ). Note that, regardless of whether block 1 consisted of R CM or L CM trials, subjects had no previous experience of the object CM location on the first trial of blocks 1 and 2. We gave rest periods between trials and blocks of similar duration (ϳ20 s) to enable comparison of pre-versus postrotation trials.
Data processing
Force and position data were temporally aligned off-line and analyses were performed using MATLAB, Excel, and Minitab software. Figure 1C shows data from the second trial performed by a representative subject. We analyzed the following variables.
1 Digit initial contact was defined as the time at which the normal force produced by both digits crossed and remained above a threshold (mean ϩ 2SD of the signal baseline) for 200 ms (Fig. 1C ).
2 Object lift onset was defined as the time at which the vertical position of the grip device crossed and remained above a threshold (mean ϩ 2SD of the signal baseline) for 200 ms (Fig. 1C) .
3 Digit forces. Digit tangential force (Ftan) is the vertical force component parallel to the grip surface produced by each digit to lift the object. Digit normal force (Fn) is the force component perpendicular to the grip surface. Our analyses focused on Ftan and Fn exerted at object lift onset (Fig. 1C) .
4 Digit center of pressure (CoP) was calculated for each digit and defined as the vertical coordinate of the point of resultant force application produced by the digit on the grip surface. For each digit j (j ϭ thumb or index finger), CoP was calculated as (Zatsiorsky 2002)
where Mx is the moment about the x-axis and w is the distance between the surfaces of the F/T transducer and the grip surface. The x and y coordinates of the center of the F/T transducer were defined as (0, 0), whereas positive and negative values of the y coordinate denoted higher and lower CoPs relative to the center of transducer, respectively (Fig. 1C ). Calibration of the sensors revealed an error of computed versus actual CoP of Ϯ1.2 mm. 5 Object roll was measured as the angle between the gravitational vector and the vertical axis of the grip device within the frontal (zy) plane of the device (Fig. 1A ). Our analyses focused on the peak roll occurring shortly (ϳ150 ms) after object lift onset, which results from erroneous anticipatory control of fingertip forces and/or positions before corrective responses to counter object roll can be made at reaction time latencies ( Fig. 1C ; see Lukos et al. 2007 for more details). Positive and negative values denote clockwise and counterclockwise rolls, i.e., toward the index finger or thumb side, respectively ( Fig. 1A) . Figure 2A shows the two-dimensional free-body diagram of the object for a left CM condition and hypothetical digit forces and centers of pressure measured at object lift onset. The task requirement of object roll minimization during lift requires that subjects generate FIG. 2. Task mechanics. A: the free-body diagram of the grip device for a left center of mass condition (L CM ). CM is the center of mass (CM) of the object without the added mass and is located along the vertical midline; G O and G CM are the gravitational forces acting on the object (3.92 N) and the added mass (3.88 N), respectively; Ftan1 and Fn1 are the tangential and normal forces generated by the thumb; Ftan2 and Fn2 are the tangential and normal forces generated by the index finger; CoP 1 and CoP 2 are the vertical coordinates of the thumb and index finger centers of pressure with respect to the center of the sensors, respectively; d is the distance between the 2 grip surfaces (6.07 cm); l is the distance between the vertical midline of the object and the CM of the added mass (l ϭ Ϫ6.5 cm and ϩ6.5 cm for left and right CM, respectively). B: the external moment (ϪMext) produced by the added mass around CM, i.e., G CM ϫ l. C: the compensatory moment (Mcom) produced by the digit forces used to cancel ϪMext to meet the task requirement of object roll minimization. Mcom consists of 2 components: the moment generated by the digit tangential forces, Mtan, and the moment generated by the digit normal forces, Mn. ⌬CoP is the difference between thumb and index finger CoPs. a compensatory moment on the object (Mcom; Fig. 2C ) that cancels the external moment generated by the product of the additional mass G CM and its distance l from the midline of the object (ϪMext ϭ G CM ϫ l; Fig. 2B ). The compensatory moment Mcom is produced by the sum of the net moments of the tangential forces (Mtan) and normal forces (Mn) produced by the two digits
Task mechanics
Mtan is the net moment of tangential forces produced by two digits about CM 0 , which can be calculated as
where d is the grip width and d/2 is the moment arm of tangential forces generated by thumb (Ftan1) and index finger (Ftan2) about the object CM ( Fig. 2C, left plot) . Due to the opposite direction of moments produced by thumb and index finger tangential forces, Mtan is proportional to the difference between the two tangential forces (⌬Ftan). Assuming that the normal forces exerted by the thumb and index finger can be considered as a force couple (two forces that have equal magnitude but are applied in opposite directions), Mn is calculated as the product of the normal force magnitude applied by the thumb (Fn1) or index finger (Fn2) and the vertical distance between the centers of pressure (⌬CoP) of the thumb and index finger on the object (Fig. 2C , right plot)
Because the object width (d) is constant in these experiments, Mcom can be described by three variables: ⌬Ftan, Fn, and ⌬CoP
A given Mcom (e.g., 25 .5 N cm in pronation) can be attained through an infinite number of combinations of the three variables. One example is the combination of forces of 10 N for Fn, equal Ftan at each digit (i.e., ⌬Ftan ϭ 0), and thumb CoP placed 2.55 cm lower than index finger CoP (i.e., ⌬CoP ϭ Ϫ2.55 cm).
Transfer of compensatory moment
After performing a rotation of the object (block 2, Fig. 1B ), subjects were again asked to minimize object roll during lift, even though the CM location was opposite relative to the CM experienced prior to the rotation. Note that the object rotation changes the direction but not the magnitude of Mext. Therefore subjects could have anticipated the new Mext by generating a compensatory moment with the same magnitude as that learned in the prerotation trials but in an opposite direction. We define this behavior as perfect transfer of the Mcom learned in the prerotation block. Alternatively, on the postrotation trial subjects might generate a compensatory moment in the same direction as that exerted on the prerotation trials. We define this behavior as no transfer, the outcome of which would be detrimental to performance of our task, in that adding Mcom to Mext would lead to a very large object roll on the postrotation trial.
Several other outcomes could occur within the above two extremes of "perfect transfer" and "no transfer". In these scenarios, subjects might be able to use explicit knowledge of the new CM location and therefore generate a compensatory moment in a direction opposite to that in the prerotation trial, but fail to generate the same magnitude of the Mcom learned in the prerotation block. We define this behavior as partial transfer.
Although subjects use different relations between Fn, ⌬Ftan, and ⌬CoP to generate Mcom in response to the same object CM, each subject tends to consistently use the same relation when performing consecutive object lifts (Fu et al. 2009 ). Following object rotation, however, subjects cannot use the same relation used in the prerotation trials because they now need to exert Mcom in the opposite direction. This goal can be attained through many solutions. For example, on the prerotation trial (R CM ) subjects might have placed the thumb lower than the index finger (negative ⌬CoP) and exerted symmetrical Ftan (⌬Ftan ϭ 0), only using Fn to modulate Mcom. On the postrotation trial (L CM ), however, to generate the appropriate Mcom, subjects can choose between 1) inverting the sign of the learned (prerotation) ⌬CoP pattern (i.e., placing the thumb higher than index finger) while exerting the same Fn and Ftan used in the prerotation trial; 2) placing the digit collinear to each other (⌬CoP ϭ 0), thus using only ⌬Ftan to modulate Mcom; or 3) choose from the spectrum of combinations within the extremes of (1) and (2), i.e., varying the relative contribution of ⌬CoP, ⌬Ftan, and Fn. This example shows that the factors underlying subjects' ability or failure to generate an anticipatory Mcom on the postrotation trial cannot be fully understood by examining only the magnitude and sign of Mcom. Therefore we extended our analyses to the three components of Mcom.
Statistical analysis
We performed ANOVA with repeated measures on the absolute values of Mcom, peak object roll, Fn, ⌬Ftan, and ⌬CoP using Trial (eight levels) and Center of Mass (CM: L CM vs. R CM ; two levels) as within-subject factors. An additional factor (Digit, thumb and index finger, two levels) was used for the analyses of digit normal forces. Most of the ANOVA analyses were performed on data within the preand postrotation blocks in rotations 1 and 4. Tukey pairwise comparisons and contrasts were used as necessary. Due to the fact that L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM elicit Mcom, ⌬CoP, and ⌬Ftan of opposite signs, these variables were analyzed statistically (see preceding text) for each subject group separately (n ϭ 6). Statistical analyses of peak object roll and Fn could be performed on their absolute values and therefore we combined data from the two subject groups (n ϭ 12). Sphericity assumptions were tested for all analyses (Greenhouse-Geiser). All tests were performed at the P Յ 0.05 significance level.
To analyze the ability of subjects to transfer learned force compensation, we compared each variable measured on the last trial of the prerotation block (trial 8) versus the first trial of the postrotation block using t-test for paired values. We also used nonparametric statistics (McNemar's test) to determine whether subjects inverted the sign of ⌬Ftan and/or ⌬CoP following object rotation (see preceding example).
To analyze the effect of repeated object rotation on transfer of Mcom, we used a t-test for paired values on the discrepancy between variables of Mcom, Fn, ⌬Ftan, and ⌬CoP on the pre-versus postrotation trial measured on the first versus fourth object rotation. To assess whether object roll minimization improved with practice, we performed two separate ANOVAs with repeated measures on the absolute magnitude of peak object roll on the pre-and postrotation trial of four blocks of the same rotation direction (four for R CM ¡ L CM and four for L CM ¡ R CM ) using Rotation (two levels, first vs. fourth) as the within-subject factor. R E S U L T S The results are described in four sections: 1) learning of compensatory moment and peak object roll within the first block of eight trials, 2) transfer of compensatory moment following the first rotation, 3) compensatory moment over the four trial blocks (i.e., the first and fourth rotations of a series), and 4) differences in digit position-force relations for L CM and R CM (i.e., mass displacement toward or away from the thumb).
As will be shown in detail in the following text, during the first block of trials, subjects learned to minimize object roll by changing digit placement and forces according to object CM. However, following the first object rotation virtually all subjects produced Mcom at object lift onset that was not only smaller than that on the prerotation trial, but was also exerted in the wrong direction. This behavior resulted from the selection of inappropriate digit placement and tangential forces, i.e., very small ⌬CoP and ⌬Ftan that resulted in exerting Mcom in the same direction as the prerotation trial. On the first postrotation trial of subsequent object rotations, subjects gradually improved in generating Mcom that was appropriate to the new CM and therefore in minimizing object roll. These improvements were primarily due to subjects' ability to modulate digit placement, rather than forces, to object CM. Last, subjects adopted different digit position-force relations for L CM and R CM .
Learning compensatory moment and object roll minimization during the first block of trials Figure 3 shows the compensatory moment at object lift onset and object roll measured on three trials of the first block from two representative subjects with L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM rotations (Fig. 3, top and bottom rows, respectively) . On the very first trial, subjects have not experienced the object CM location and therefore cannot anticipate it. As a result, little or no compensatory moment (Mcom) is generated at the onset of the first object lift (block 1, trial 1; filled arrow). On the following trials, however, subjects start to generate Mcom at object lift onset that approaches the ideal moment (open arrow) required to counteract the external moment (Mext). Consequently, the large peak roll (dashed line) experienced during the lift on trial 1 in the direction of the added mass is progressively reduced on subsequent trials.
The above-cited learning patterns were found across all subjects (Fig. 4A, block 1) . Specifically, during block 1 subjects learned to generate Mcom at object lift onset after the first object lift [main effect of Trial; L CM and R CM : F (7,35) ϭ 10.63 and 7.88, respectively; P Ͻ 0.001]. Post hoc tests showed that Mcom on trial 1 was significantly different from Mcom on the remaining seven trials (P Ͻ 0.005). As a result, peak object roll was also significantly reduced following trial 1 [main effect of Trial; L CM and R CM : F (7, 35) ϭ 17.01 and 19.03, respectively; P Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 4B, block 1] . Peak object roll on trial 1 was significantly different from peak object roll on the remaining seven trials in block 1 (P Ͻ 0.0001). DIGIT FORCES. As noted in the INTRODUCTION, Eq. 5 shows that a given Mcom can be attained by an infinite number of combinations of ⌬Ftan, Fn, and ⌬CoP the subject can choose from. Subjects could choose to use the same combination of these three variables across trials or, alternatively, choose different but equally valid combinations from trial to trial. Digit normal force (Fn) is necessary not only to prevent object slip but also to generate the net moment of normal force (Mn) (see Eq. 4). As expected from the mechanical requirement of the task, the horizontal (side-to-side) movement of the object was very small throughout object lift. As a result, subjects exerted nearly equal and opposite thumb and index finger normal forces at object lift onset (10.76 Ϯ 1.21 N and 10.84 Ϯ 1.26 N, respectively; P Ͼ 0.05; see overlapping digit normal force traces; Fig. 1C ). In general, subjects exerted less Fn on trial 1 than that on each of the subsequent trials (trial 1 and averaged across trials 2-8 for L CM : 8.15 Ϯ 1.19 N and 12.24 Ϯ 1.26 N, respectively; R CM : 7.81 Ϯ 0.89 N and 10.6 Ϯ 1.34 N, respectively). The ANOVA revealed a main effect of Trial [F (7, 165) : trials 1, 3, and 8 ) and the 1st postrotation trial (block 2: trial 1) from 2 representative subjects (S10, L CM ¡ R CM; S2, R CM ¡ L CM , respectively). The vertical solid line in each panel denotes object lift onset. The filled arrow denotes the subjects' "actual" compensatory moment at object lift onset. The open arrow denotes the magnitude of the "ideal" compensatory moment that the subject should generate at object lift onset to neutralize the external moment generated by the mass added to the object (ϪMext; see text for more details). To facilitate visual comparison between the external and compensatory moments, both moments are plotted with the same sign even though their signs are opposite. The left and right vertical axes refer to object roll and compensatory moment, respectively. Negative and positive values of object roll denote counterclockwise and clockwise roll relative to the vertical (0°), i.e., roll toward the thumb or index finger, respectively. Figure 5 shows digit tangential forces (Ftan) from a representative subject (Fig. 5, A and B) and averaged across subjects (Fig. 5, C and D) , respectively. During block 1, as expected from previous work (Salimi et al. 2000 (Salimi et al. , 2003 , the subject exerted nearly symmetrical Ftan (⌬Ftan Ϸ 0) at object lift onset (vertical arrows) on the first lift ( Fig. 5A ), but learned to partition digit Ftan asymmetrically (index finger Ftan Ͼ thumb Ftan, i.e., negative ⌬Ftan generating a counterclockwise Mtan; Eq. 3) on subsequent trials to minimize object roll. This pattern was found across all subjects with L CM and R CM (Fig. 5C ). An ANOVA on the absolute difference between thumb and index finger Ftan (⌬Ftan) on block 1 revealed a main effect of Trial [F (7,165) ϭ 5.15; P Ͻ 0.001] and CM [F (1,165) ϭ 32.37; P Ͻ 0.001], whereby ⌬Ftan was significantly smaller in trial 1 than that in trials 4 -8 (P Ͻ 0.01) and smaller for R CM .
DIGIT CENTER OF PRESSURE. Unlike previous studies of learning transfer following object rotation, the current paradigm allowed subjects to freely choose digit placement on the grasp surface to prevent object roll minimization (see METHODS). Figure 6 shows thumb and index finger centers of pressure FIG. 4. Pre-and postrotation compensatory moment and peak object roll (all subjects). A: the compensatory moment (Mcom) at object lift onset on each trial of blocks 1 and 2 (L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM on left and right sides, respectively). Dashed horizontal lines denote the magnitude of the ideal moment that subjects should generate to neutralize the external moment caused by the added mass. B: peak object roll on each trial of blocks 1 and 2 (L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM , left and right sides, respectively). Object roll is defined as in Fig. 3 . Data shown in both panels are values averaged (ϮSE) across subjects (n ϭ 6) who started with L CM in block 1 followed by R CM in block 2 (left plots) and across subjects (n ϭ 6) who started with R CM in block 1 followed by L CM in block 2 (right plots), respectively. (CoP) of one representative subject (Fig. 6, A and B ; same subject as in Fig. 5, A and B) and averaged across all subjects (Fig. 6, C and D) . On the first trial of block 1 (R CM ), the representative subject shown in Fig. 6A placed the thumb CoP slightly above the index finger CoP at object lift onset (vertical arrows). However, on subsequent trials the index finger CoP is placed higher than the thumb CoP while their vertical distance increases. As the representative subject did in block 1, nearly all subjects (11 of 12) learned to separate thumb and index CoPs through consecutive practice trials in block 1 (Fig. 6C) . ⌬CoP of trial 1 was significantly smaller than that of the subsequent trials (2-8) [F (7, 35) ϭ 7.31 and F (7, 35) ϭ 4.64 for L CM and R CM , respectively; both P Ͻ 0.005].
Compensatory moment following the first object rotation
The compensatory moment at object lift onset and peak object roll measured on the first postrotation trial from two representative subjects is shown in Fig. 3 (block 2, top and  bottom rows) . On the postrotation trial (block 2, trial 1), the subjects did not anticipate the new CM location, as indicated by the small Mcom exerted at object lift onset. Specifically, on the postrotation trial both subjects exerted the Mcom of different magnitude than, and in the same direction as, that used in the last prerotation trial of block 1. Therefore these subjects did not transfer the Mcom learned in the prerotation block when lifting the opposite CM to the postrotation trial (i.e., a "no transfer"). As a result, a large object roll occurred in the direction of the added mass.
On the postrotation trial (Fig. 4A, block 2, trial 1) , subjects exerted Mcom of smaller magnitude and in the same direction relative to the last prerotation trial (block 1, trial 8) for both L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM (P Ͻ 0.001). Peak object roll was also significantly larger than that experienced on the last prerotation trial (P Ͻ 0.001) (Fig. 4B ). On subsequent trials of block 2, subjects were nevertheless able to learn to generate Mcom [main effect of Trial; R CM and L CM : F (7,35) ϭ 15.87 and 7.04; P Ͻ 0.001] and minimize peak object roll [main effect of Trial; R CM and L CM : F (7,35) ϭ 11.47 and 7.52; both P Ͻ 0.001] as they did in block 1. Note that absolute peak object roll on trial 1 of block 1 was not significantly different from that of trial 1 of block 2 (P Ͼ 0.05). Similarly, the improvement in peak object roll on trial 2 relative to trial 1 was similar for blocks 1 and 2 (P Ͼ 0.05).
After the first object rotation (block 2, trial 1), subjects exerted smaller Fn than that on the prerotation trial (block 1, trial 8) (averages across all subjects for both rotations were 8.28 Ϯ 1.01 N and 10.89 Ϯ 1.15 N, in post-and prerotation trials, respectively; P Ͻ 0.005). During block 2, when the object was rotated so as to have an L CM on the postrotation, the representative subject (Fig. 5B ) used a nearly symmetrical sharing of digit Ftan at object lift onset, to then return on subsequent trials to an asymmetrical Ftan sharing (thumb Ftan Ͼ index finger Ftan, positive ⌬Ftan) opposite to that used for R CM . This pattern was found across all subjects for L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM rotations (Fig. 5D, top and bottom plots, respectively) . Paired t-tests performed separately on L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM further confirmed that ⌬Ftan on the postrotation trial (2.52 Ϯ 0.57 N, R CM ; 0.84 Ϯ 0.33 N, L CM ) was significantly smaller than that exhibited on the last prerotation trial (6.49 Ϯ 0.81 N, L CM ; 1.97 Ϯ 0.30 N, R CM ) (P Ͻ 0.005 and P Ͻ 0.05, respectively).
On the first postrotation trial (block 2, trial 1), the representative subjects shown in Fig. 6B placed the digits collinear to each other. On following trials, however, the thumb CoP was placed higher than the index finger CoP, their distance progressively increasing across trials. Similar to the pattern exhibited by the representative subject shown in Fig. 6B , subjects adopted a nearly collinear placement of thumb and index finger on the first postrotation trial (Fig. 6D, block 2, trial 1) . Paired t-tests performed separately for L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM revealed that ⌬CoP on the postrotation trial (0.28 Ϯ 0.01 cm, R CM ; 0.49 Ϯ 0.21 cm, L CM ) was significantly smaller than that on the last prerotation trial (0.41 Ϯ 0.11 cm, L CM ; 2.12 Ϯ 0.74 cm, R CM ; P Ͻ 0.05). With subsequent practice during block 2 (trials 2-8), however, both pattern and magnitude of ⌬CoP were again modulated to object CM. Note that digit CoP changes from contact to object lift onset as digit forces developed. However, the amount of CoP change that can be elicited by digit rolling (as forces are exerted) is somewhat limited (Ͻ0.5 cm), compared with the CoP vertical distance that can be established at contact by spreading the fingers vertically (e.g., trials 3 and 8 in Fig. 6B ). Therefore both the CoP vertical distance at contact and the CoP smaller changes occurring as forces developed contributed, although to different extents, to the magnitude of ⌬CoP that, in turn, determined the sign and magnitude of Mn.
In summary, although subjects learned to anticipate Mcom and minimize object roll after one object lift, they were unable to anticipate the Mcom appropriate to the opposite CM on the postrotation trial. Failure of transferring of learned Mcom from pre-to postrotation was caused by subjects using approximately collinear digit positions and symmetrical tangential forces on the postrotation trial, leading to a large peak roll in the direction of the added mass.
Compensatory moment over the four trial blocks
Here we address the question of whether repetitive exposure to object rotations allowed subjects to learn to improve their performance of minimizing the peak object roll by anticipating Mcom for a new CM location, followed by an examination of how Ftan and CoP distributions were influenced by practice, i.e., a total of 24 trials for each object CM location prior to the last object rotation. PEAK OBJECT ROLL. Figure 7 shows peak object roll measured on trials 1 and 8 for each of the four rotations (L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM separately). Overall, there was no significant change in peak object roll on the last trial of each prerotation block (i.e., ϳ2°; P Ͼ 0.05). In contrast, peak object roll on the first trial of the postrotation block was attenuated over the course of repeated rotations [main effect of Rotation: F (7,77) ϭ 7.18; P Ͻ 0.001]. Specifically, peak object roll on trial 1 of blocks 1 and 2 was significantly larger than that on the remaining blocks (P Ͻ 0.05). Nevertheless, even on the first trial of the last postrotation block, the averaged peak object roll across subjects was about threefold greater than that on the last trial of the previous prerotation block. Thus subjects did not learn to completely attenuate peak object roll even after repeated exposure to object rotations. COMPENSATORY MOMENT. The above-described improvements with practice in minimizing peak object roll on the postrotation trials resulted from an improvement of anticipating the Mcom for a new object CM location. Figure 8A shows the Mcom at object lift onset measured on pre-and postrotation trials (open and filled bars, respectively) of the first versus fourth object rotation, averaged across subjects within each rotation group of L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM (Fig. 8A, left and right columns,  respectively) .
"Perfect transfer," defined as the Mcom in a postrotation trial of equal but opposite sign relative to the prerotation Mcom (see METHODS), did not occur following either the first or fourth postrotation. Generally, in rotation 1 most subjects exhibited "no transfer" of Mcom, resulting from Mcom in postrotation trial of smaller magnitude than, but the same direction as, that on the prerotation trial. Only 17% of subjects (2 of 12) showed "partial transfer" of Mcom by inverting the sign of Mcom from pre-to postrotation trial, thus exerting a moment in the "correct" direction following the first object rotation. Surprisingly, however, a different pattern was found on rotation 4, which showed a "partial transfer" (Fig. 8A) . Specifically, on the fourth rotation, 58% of our subjects (7 of 12) exhibited partial transfer. Therefore these subjects who were able to partially transfer the learned Mcom did so by exerting it 1) in a direction appropriate to the postrotation object CM and 2) with a magnitude that was closer to the Mcom exerted on the prerotation trial. Although the remaining five subjects still showed no transfer (i.e., Mcom in the "wrong" direction), they exerted a smaller moment in the "wrong" direction on the fourth postrotation compared with the first rotation. This means that these subjects, too, showed some improvement as a function of repeated exposure to object rotation.
The overall improvement through practice in matching Mcom in a postrotation trial with the perfect transfer (equal but opposite to Mcom observed in the prerotation trial) was quantified by computing the difference between these two measures after object rotations 4 and 1. We found that the discrepancy between Mcom associated with a perfect transfer and actual Mcom on the postrotation trial was 28.27 Ϯ 3.03 N · cm on the first object rotation, but significantly decreased on the fourth object rotation (18.41 Ϯ 3.12 N · cm; paired t-test: P Ͻ 0.005).
DIGIT FORCES AND CENTERS OF PRESSURE. The above-cited comparison between the first and fourth object rotations indicates that subjects improved in their ability to anticipate Mcom on the postrotation trial. It follows that subjects improved in modulating one or more components of Mcom-i.e., Fn, ⌬Ftan, and/or ⌬CoP-to the new CM location.
With regard to Fn, on rotation 1 subjects exerted significantly smaller forces on the post-than on the prerotation trial, whereas they exerted similar forces on rotation 4 (post-and prerotation: 9.85 Ϯ 1.28 N and 10.15 Ϯ 1.24 N, respectively; P Ͼ 0.05), thus suggesting an improvement in the ability to transfer Fn. Note that the transfer of Fn, however, would have had no effect on Mcom on the postrotation trial unless exerted through CoPs that are not collinear, i.e., for ⌬CoP 0 (Eq. 4). Although subjects did use collinear digit CoPs on the postrotation trial of rotation 1, on rotation 4 they were able to position their fingertips in a noncollinear fashion on the postrotation trial but with an opposite sign relative to the prerotation trial (McNemar's tests, P Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 8B ), i.e., the vertical position of the thumb relative to the index finger was reversed. The magnitude of ⌬CoP on both pre-and postrotation trials significantly increased from the first to the last rotation [F (1,33) ϭ 7.51, P Ͻ 0.05] for both CM rotations, even though ⌬CoP on postrotation trials was still significantly smaller than that on the prerotation trials on rotation 4 [L CM ¡ R CM : F (1,15) ϭ 14.45; P Ͻ 0.005; R CM ¡ L CM : F (1,15) ϭ 18.76; P Ͻ 0.001].
FIG. 8. Learning transfer of compensatory moment, digit tangential forces, and centers of pressure: 1st vs. 4th object rotation. A, B, and C: the compensatory moments (Mcom), the difference between thumb and index finger center of pressure (⌬CoP), and tangential forces (⌬Ftan), respectively. For all panels, data are shown for the last prerotation trial and the first postrotation trial separately for rotations 1 and 4. Data are averaged across the 6 subjects who started with L CM in prerotation followed by R CM in postrotation (left plots, L CM ¡ R CM ) and across the 6 subjects who performed R CM followed by L CM (right plots, R CM ¡ L CM ). Vertical bars denote SE of mean values. Top and bottom panels: absolute peak object roll data averaged across the 6 subjects who performed L CM on the prerotation trial followed by R CM on the postrotation trial (L CM ¡ R CM ) and those who performed R CM on the prerotation trial followed by L CM on the postrotation trial (R CM ¡ L CM ), respectively, over 4 rotations (1, 2, 3, 4) . Vertical bars denote SE of mean values.
Note that the reversal of the fingertip position resulted in two important outcomes: 1) it allowed reversing the direction of Mcom and 2) the generation of a nonzero Mcom due to the fact that nonzero Fn must be exerted to grip and lift the device. However, to generate Mcom of a magnitude appropriate to the new CM, a modulation of ⌬Ftan also might have been necessary.
⌬Ftan values on the postrotation trials on object rotations 1 and 4 were significantly smaller than those on the prerotation trials [F (1, 15) ϭ 19.75; P Ͻ 0.001, L CM ¡ R CM only]. However, subjects' ability to transfer ⌬Ftan did not improve with repeated exposure to object rotation, as indicated by the fact the ⌬Ftan did not change sign when comparing the pre-versus postrotation trial on either object rotation 1 or 4 (McNemar's test: P Ͼ 0.05 for both L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM rotations; Fig. 8C ).
To summarize, after object rotation 1, virtually all subjects produced Mcom at object lift onset that was not only smaller than that on the prerotation trial, but was also exerted in the wrong direction. This behavior resulted from the selection of inappropriate digit placement and tangential forces, i.e., very small ⌬CoP and ⌬Ftan that resulted in exerting Mcom in the same direction as the prerotation trial. As a result, the contribution of Mtan to Mcom was much larger than Mn (74.7 vs. 25.3% and 64.4 vs. 35 .6% for L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM , respectively). On the postrotation trial of object rotation 4, however, most subjects exerted Mcom in the direction appropriate to the new CM. Importantly, digit placement was the largest contributor to Mcom (148.5 and 117.1% of Mcom for L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM , respectively; note that these percentages are Ͼ100% because the direction of Mn was opposite the direction of Mtan; see following text). Note that the small changes in ⌬CoP had significant behavioral consequences because they changed the direction of Mcom, thus leading to a significantly large improvement in object roll minimization on the postrotation trial of rotation 4 versus rotation 1. Despite repetitive exposure to object rotation, subjects remained unable to partition digit tangential forces, and thus Mtan, in a way that could have appropriately contributed to Mcom. In fact, Mtan was always produced in the direction opposite that of Mn, thus interfering with the "correct" moment generated by normal forces through noncollinear digit positions (Ϫ48.5 and Ϫ17.1% of Mcom for L CM ¡ R CM and R CM ¡ L CM , respectively).
These findings indicate that subjects learned to change the contribution of digit placement to the Mcom in a way that was appropriate to the new CM after multiple rotations. In contrast, subjects continued to generate digit tangential forces in a way that interfered with the production of Mcom as required by the new CM.
Differences between trials with L CM and R CM
In addition to the main findings described earlier, subjects also showed asymmetrical strategies adopted for two CM conditions: L CM and R CM . Specifically, the comparison between trials from block 1 versus block 2 revealed that subjects produced significantly larger Fn at object lift onset in L CM (11.28 Ϯ 0.43 N) than that in the R CM condition [10.24 Ϯ 0.42 N; F (1,165) ϭ 5.76, P Ͻ 0.05]. Likewise, a larger difference between digit Ftan was observed during consecutive lifts of the object with L CM than R CM [Fig. 5, C and D; F (1, 165) ϭ 302.78, P Ͻ 0.0001]. Digit positions also showed a difference between L CM and R CM . Specifically, 1) the thumb CoP was higher than the index finger CoP for L CM and vice versa for R CM and 2) the vertical distance between thumb and index finger CoPs was larger for R CM than that for L CM [Fig. 6, C and D; F (1, 165) ϭ 40.47, P Ͻ 0.001]. Note that the difference in ⌬CoP as a function of object CM location is opposite that described for ⌬Ftan; i.e., ⌬Ftan was larger for L CM than that for R CM .
D I S C U S S I O N
We examined whether explicit knowledge of a change in object properties allowed subjects to generate an appropriate compensatory moment to the new object CM following its rotation. Although subjects learned to minimize object roll by generating a compensatory moment at object lift onset, they were unable to do so following rotation, resulting in large object rolls. However, subjects reduced object roll on postrotation trials with further practice. This improvement was associated with an increasing ability to retrieve appropriate patterns of learned digit positions-but not tangential forces-experienced when lifting the same CM. These results are discussed in the following text in relation to the notion of independent memory representations for these two variables and their underlying neural mechanisms.
Anticipatory grasp control: learning and initial transfer
Optimal minimization of object roll requires development of a compensatory moment in an anticipatory fashion before object lift onset. Subjects can generate this moment through any combination of digit forces and positions, i.e., by changing either the tangential force sharing pattern (Salimi et al. 2000) or/and the digit position (Fu et al. 2009 ), normal force being functionally relevant only if ⌬CoP 0. We found that subjects learned to generate a compensatory moment by modulating both the partitioning of ⌬Ftan and ⌬CoP at object lift onset while using largely similar normal force. Specifically, subjects contacted the object at a higher location and produced a larger tangential force with the digit on the side of the CM, thus virtually eliminating object roll after the first few trials (block 1, Fig. 4B ). The fact that the two CM conditions elicited different digit position and force strategies (Figs. 5 and 6) might be due to differences in the force generating capabilities of the two digits, the thumb being able to exert a larger load force than the index finger (Fu et al. 2009; Salimi et al. 2000 Salimi et al. , 2003 . This, in turn, would reduce the need for a large ⌬CoP for L CM .
To determine the extent to which the above-learned behavior could be transferred, we used an object rotation paradigm. Following the first object rotation, at object lift-off virtually all subjects exerted a small moment but in the same direction as that of the prerotation CM (block 1, Fig. 4A ), indicating an anterograde effect of the prerotation lifts (Krakauer 2009 ). The cause underlying this failed transfer was the reduction in the asymmetrical partitioning of digit tangential forces and positions ( Figs. 5D and 6D) , resulting in a large object roll (block 2, Fig. 4B ). The lack of transfer of digit tangential forces is consistent with previous observations (Albert et al. 2009; Salimi et al. 2000) following rotation of an object with an asymmetrical mass distribution. However, here we show that lack of transfer extends to digit placement. This finding obtained through the first object rotation does not support our hypothesis that subjects would be able to modulate digit placement to the new object CM on the postrotation trial. It should be emphasized that we arbitrarily separated postrotation transfers that exhibited the sign of the desired Mcom from those that did not and defined them partial and no transfer, respectively. Because these definitions take into account the sign of Mcom on the postrotation trial, most subjects exhibited "no transfer." However, the magnitude and sign of Mcom on the postrotation trial were not identical to those on the prerotation trial. Therefore the fact that Mcom was close to zero on the postrotation trial might suggest that subjects adopted a "default" force scaling.
Premotor cortex (PMc), an area associated with planning of hand movements, has extensive connections to the anterior intraparietal (AIP) cortex (Luppino et al. 1999) , which contains neurons that are selectively responsive to visual object characteristics including size, shape, and orientation (Fogassi and Luppino 2005; Murata et al. 2000) . AIP is known to have reciprocal connections with inferotemporal (IT) areas associated with the ventral visual stream, believed to be involved in object recognition (Tanaka 1996) . Thus the IT-AIP-PMc circuit is likely involved in transforming visual properties of the object into hand motor actions appropriate for manipulation (Fadiga et al. 2000; Grafton et al. 1997; Rizzolatti and Luppino 2001;  for review see Fabbri-Destro and Rizzolatti 2008) .
Our findings suggest that the object rotation task may create a conflict between the information processed by IT-AIP about the object's visual geometric cues and explicit knowledge of its new CM location. Specifically, through consecutive lifts subjects learn that the object has an asymmetrical mass distribution and such implicit knowledge likely persists following object rotation. At the same time, the object shape remains symmetrical after a 180°rotation about a vertical axis. Subjects' tendency for planning their digit placement and subsequent force control, as if the weight was evenly distributed, suggests that the object visual cues indicating object symmetry (Salimi et al. 2003 ) had a stronger influence than did explicit knowledge of the new CM location. Particularly, visual estimation of object mass distribution based on object geometry (i.e., L-shape) has been shown to allow subjects a higher degree of anticipatory force control than viewing the location of an added mass through a transparent container. In fact the latter is of little value. Therefore this evidence is consistent with our interpretation that visual perception of object geometry (in our case, denoting symmetry of mass distribution) played an important role in anticipating a symmetrical object mass distribution despite explicit knowledge of the asymmetrical mass distribution. This conflict between visual cues and explicit knowledge that the object is rotated may underlie the failure to generate accurate sensorimotor transformations from a hand-based to an object-based frame of reference (Jeannerod and Frak 1999; Zacks 2008) . These findings highlight the strong weighting of visual information (in this case indicating object symmetry) in the planning of prehensile forces (Gordon et al. 1991; Jenmalm and Johansson 1997; Jenmalm et al. 2000; Salimi et al. 2003) .
Exposure to multiple object rotations improves transfer of compensatory moment
All subjects improved their ability to generate a compensatory moment to the new CM location on rotation 4 ( Fig. 8A) . Specifically, the tendency for exerting a moment in the same direction as that of the prerotation CM disappeared or was attenuated. Thus subjects learned to reduce peak object roll on the first postrotation trial from object rotations 1-4 ( Fig. 7) , albeit they never reached the prerotation performance level. These improvements were primarily due to transferring learned modulations of digit placement to the new CM location (Fig.  8B) , whereas digit tangential forces did not transfer (Fig. 8C) . These results point to a differential effect of multiple iterations of object rotations on these two variables and support our hypothesis that subjects would transfer digit placement but not forces, even though this phenomenon took several object rotations to emerge.
Our findings are consistent with learning transfer studies of arm movements that have shown that no interference occurs between learning arm movements in a rotated spatial reference frame and a task in which intersegmental dynamics are altered. Based on these findings, it was proposed that independent, noncompeting mechanisms and memory systems exist for learning movement arm kinematics and kinetics (Krakauer et al. 1999; but see Tong et al. 2002) . Here we extend this proposal to object grasping. Unlike reaching, where trajectory of the hand during arm movement changes in parallel with torques at the shoulder and elbow, during grasp subjects first establish contact with the object, then exert forces, i.e., a serial control of kinematics and kinetics. Thus, these considerations lead to the conclusion that the independence of memory systems for movement kinematics and kinetics is not restricted to a specific task characteristic (serial vs. parallel) or effector (arm vs. hand).
Why was transfer of digit placement found on object rotation 4 but not rotation 1? The only way to successfully transfer Mcom on the postrotation trial of rotation 1 would be to use a mental rotation of the object in conjunction with generating new relations between digit forces and positions (Eq. 5). This is because the CM on the first postrotation trial had never been experienced. In contrast, during subsequent object rotations, subjects have the opportunity to learn the association between a pattern of digit forces and positions and a given object CM. Therefore subjects might have learned to retrieve memory representations acquired through earlier experience with the same CM location. If so, the effectiveness of such memory retrieval appears to be higher for digit placement than that for forces, suggesting that prior exposure to object rotations of the same CM (e.g., R CM on blocks 1, 3, and 5) exerted an anterograde positive effect on the modulation of ⌬CoP, despite exposure to a different CM in the previous block (Krakauer 2009 ). Although our results do not rule out transfer of digit forces following a more extended practice with object rotations, they indicate that retrieval of these two parameters is learned at different rates. Therefore consolidation of learning of digit CoP distributions occurred in parallel with an interference effect on learning digit tangential force distributions (Krakauer 2009 ). Interestingly, a differential effect on sensorimotor memories of digit position versus force is also elicited by trial-to-trial random presentations of object CM (Lukos et al. 2008 ). Specifically, subjects are able to use verbal and visual cues about object CM to modulate digit placement, but are unable to minimize object roll. Note, however, that digit forces could not be measured by Lukos et al. (2008) , thus preventing the quantification of the relations between digit positions and forces.
Retrieval and implementation of sensorimotor memories involve a large neural network including primary motor cortex (Berner et al. 2007; Chouinard et al. 2005; Nowak et al. 2007 ), intraparietal cortex (Ehrsson et al. 2003) , and cerebellum (Kawato et al. 2003) . The results from rotation 4 suggest that this network might have mediated the retrieval of digit placement experienced in previous blocks while overcoming the above-described effects of visual cues about the object's symmetry. It is possible that the more effective retrieval of sensorimotor memories of digit positions versus tangential forces was due to the fact that subjects can use vision to guide and verify accuracy of digit placement-but not forces-prior to object lift onset. This is an important point because visual guidance of digit placement can be learned explicitly, whereas digit forces can be learned implicitly only through tactile afferent input. Therefore a contributing factor to the difference in the extent to which digit positions and forces were transferred after the fourth rotation is that control of digit placement may be cognitively easier than forces.
In summary, our study is the first to provide direct evidence of dissociation between parallel, yet independent, learning and memory processes for digit positions and forces. This observation is consistent with recent neurophysiological evidence pointing to a selective involvement of ventral and dorsal premotor cortex for positioning the digits versus temporal coordination of digit forces, respectively (Davare et al. 2006 ).
